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Introduction
These Chix In The Mix get their kicks lapping up each other's juices after finger-popping the moistened
boxes of their best friends at some of the sexiest slumber parties we have ever filmed. It's so cute the
watch them cuddle after they climax as they relax into blissful rapture.

Adult Review
This is the all girl offering from the Meatmembers Production Studios. That means these aren't the ordinary run of the mill
lick it once or twice lesbians... these are hell kittens all amped up and ready to tear the lid of each other's boxes of kibbles and
bits.
  
  In one fiery scene after another, some of the most intense starlets from the amateur and professional ranks bring their "A"
game to the set and bump doughnuts as they grind out one download worthy video after another.
  
  Many of the all girl sites out there get a bit stale after a while because they are offering such a narrow field of content.
Meatmembers overcomes this by including ChixNTheMix as just one of the great sites you get with your Meatpass
membership. All of the sites listed on the right side of this review are also included... and that is a deal worth purring about!
  
  Please be aware that when you signup that on the join page there are 'pre-checked' boxes which add other sites to your order.
If you want to include these other sites you may leave them checked, but be aware that they renew automatically and can cost
a significant amount of money per month unless you uncheck the boxes when you join.
  
  All scenes are offered in a variety of formats and none of them are DRM encrypted, that means anything you download
today will still be on your drives even if the guys at Meatmembers move on to something else. These sites are a collector's
dream.

Porn Summary
Meow! When these ally cats retract their claws and start the action with tongue-first bravado it's time to sit back and enjoy
their efforts.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Stop punishing your cock, join the site already!'
Quality: 83  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 86
Support: 81 Unique: 70    Taste: 86        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Hell Fire Sex (91) ,Black Crack Addicts (91) ,Riot Whores (91) ,Dirty Fuck Dolls (90) ,Anal Lickfest (90) ,Rusty Trombone
(89) ,CatFight Gangbang (85) ,Squirt Bukkake (85) ,Midnight Prowl (85) ,Cum Farters (84) ,Anal Cum Junkies (84) ,Cum
Filled Mouths (83) ,Top Notch Bitches (83) ,Blowjob Quickies (83) ,Gagging Whores (83) ,Meat Holes (82) ,Drool My Load
(82) ,Black Addiction (80) ,Cock Brutality (79) ,Ass 2 Mouth Sluts (78) ,Black Attack Gangbang (78) ,Altered Assholes (72) ,
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Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Group Sex, Hardcore, Lesbian, PornStars, SexToys, Teen
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